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Homecoming· gets rolling
and campaign at student events, beSenior News Editor
ginning with Midnight Snack and
Homecoming 2002, themed ending with com,edian Gary Owens
"Let the Good 1-)mes Roll," will on Thursday.
\
· The king and queen will be ansoon enough be engulfing the camMen
Women
pus in a retro time warp you'll be nounced on Saturday morning just
Anthony
Hudson,
The
Ronald McDonald House
Sarah Gamm, American Diabetes Association
happy to get sucked into.
before the parade commences on
Phillip
Jones,
The
Jimmy
Fund
Laura Carnegie, Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Greater
Xavier's ninth annual Home- Saturday, Nov. 23.
Ryan
Engle,
Habitat
for
Humanity
Cincinf1,ati
coming will include just about evThe minds behind the parade
Joe Frank, American Red Cross
Kristina Kuntz, Alzheimer's Foundation
erything between Nov.14 and Nov. belong to Xavier's Student Alumni
Kyle Della Rocca, St. Judes
Blair Suttles, Ronald McDonald House of Cincinnati
Association. Fisk praised, "The pa24.
Lauren. Readus, Shriner's Hospital of Cincinnati
· You may recall in the spring . rade is being run by our SAA. They
when an APB was put out for any- organize it, they recruit. They've
one who could come up with this done a wonderful job."
year's theme. The answer was "Let
This year's parade has approxi.the Good Times Roll," a rock & . mately 30-35 student clubs partici- cause we've never had events like would'.simply like to mingle with awaited return of the men's basketrollin', car-racin', hair-slickin', pating, not to mention a number of these before during the week. Ev- an older crowd, you'll have an op- . ball team at a game on Sunday,
· swing-dancin', wail of an ide.a. ·
eryone should just come out and portunity to boogie at The Rock rather than Saturday, against
alumni organizations.
The homecoming court this year
"This is a major alumni event," · prepare to have a great time."
& Roll Dance on Saturday at 8 p.m. · FloridaA&M at 2 p.m.
On Sunday at 11 p.m., there will
said
Fisk.
The bottom line? If you think
The dance is open to the public ·
"Homecoming - be a Midnight Snack held outside and will have music from WGRR poodle skirts are swell and greasdeals with con- . the Gallagher Center on the resi- radio and the band "Four on the ing yciur hair back is tuff, then
stituent dential mall side with burgers ai:id · Floor." It is $10 per person and Homecoming 2002 just might be
groups, not soda floats. At 8 p.m. on Monday, will be held in the Schiff Family your paradise. Either way, classic
necessarily hypnotist Dale K makes his trium- Conference Room in Cintas.
· cars and '50s music sounds like fun.
class years. phant return to Xavier as he preAnother change is the longThis year is dif- pares to entertain students by bu..: ·
ferent because miliating friends-of those students
we're bringing in the GSC theater.
Tuesday at 9 p.m. there will be
more people
two flicks shown during Movie ·
back."
Fisk added Night on the first and third floors
- Kelley Apking
here is still time of the Commons. The menu inco-chair, Homecoming comittee
for
student cludes· "Grease" on one big screen
groups to be TV and "Hoosiers" on another.
At 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
.
part of the pa- .
includes five men and five women rade by having a banner or float. Karaoke Night kicks off on the botinstead of seven of each like last Those interested should call .745- tom floor of GSC, either. in the
year, but makes expectations higher 1091.
atrium or Ryan's Pub.
On Thursday, SAC has a special
for how inuch they will raise durAlthough most of the eve11ts are
ing the now traditional penny war. not undergraduate-oriented, the treat planned. Gary Owens, former
· "This year's court is very hard- Student Activities Council (SAC) host of BET's "Comicview" and hiworking," said Tara Kelly, member has a variety of programs during the larious comedian, will be making
of the homecoming court compeople laugh starting at 8:30 p.m.
mittee. "They have great amin Cintas.
bition; great charities, and stuThis year, SAC _has opted
dents really get involved in the ·
to move the dance off~cam
penny war."
pus to The Millennium HoLike last year, court memtel. Buses will be provided
bers will be scouring the cam·and tickets (pre-sale only)
pus for every last penny stored
will be sold in Gallagher and
away in change cups around
outside the cafe from Nave.
the dorm rooms. Over $2, 700
20 through 22. Tickets are
was raised for charities last fall.
$15 and the first 500 stu· "We decided to stick with
. dents to purchase one receive .
the penny war because it was
;:'
a free homecoming glass.
such a success," said Dianne
"I am excited that SA~ is
Fisk, director of parent and constitu- week that will keep you entertained, finally getting _the chance to move
ent relations. "It makes it less of a culminating with the dance itself.
the dance off-campus," said
. .
·
NfWSWIRE PHO'{O. BY BRANDY DUNLAP
competition for popularity."
"All the events are free," said Apking, "The Millennium Hotel
Members of the Alpha Kappa Alpna, Sorority Inc. compete
The war gets particularly gruel- Kelley Apking, co-chair of SAC's is very nice and has a gorgedus ballin the step show held during Greek Week. The ladies won·
ing through the final week, as court · hoinecoming committee. "The stuff room."
the competition, battling groups from different fraternities
and sororities. ·
members are required to be present · we're doing this year is unique beIf you missed that dance or
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

2002 Homecoming .Court

"The stuffwe're doing this year
is unique because we've never
had events like these before
during the week. Everyone
shouldjust come out and prepare
to have a great time. "
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Cut Footloose
· Kick off your Sunday shoes·
with Xavier Players! Players
presents the classic '80s musical "Footloose" in the
Gallagher Center Nov .14-17
and 21'-24. Performances are
Thursday - Sunday at 8 p.m.
plus a 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday Nov. 24. Tickets are $5 for
students, faculty and staff and
$10 general admission. Call the
Box Office at x3939 to reserve
your. seats. For more information, contact Josh Neumeyer,
operations manager at the. Office of Performing Arts at 7453576.

Conference
.opportunity
The Entrepreneurial Center
has been given an opportunity
to allow a minimum of 50 students to attend a conference.
through the College of Business. Registration can be made
in Schott Hall Room 505 or
through the College of Business office on the second floor
ofCBA. lfyou have any questions, please contact Donna
Waymire at 745-2927 or email Waymire@xu.edu. For
more information, go to the
Web· site at www.wyn.com/
WW7.htm '
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New club has conservative focus
BY COLIN A. MCDERMO'IT
Contributing Writer ·

Though the fliers around campus advertise the Traditional.
Catholics, the new club has decided to change its name to the St.
Peter Catholic Society.
"We jusnhougW it was more
appropriate,"· said senior Adam
Calinger, the group'.s founder, ''We
wanted to sound more inclusive."
"We wanted to emphasize the
continuity of the church and authority of the Pope, and since St.
Peter was the first pope, we
thought" the name was fitting," sai'd
Andy Bausch, vice president.
Calinger designed the St. Peter
Catholic Society to provide· a
group with which students can ally
themselves to learn about Catholic teachings and perform service,
with a focus on prayer.
"We're.a society .that aims to
connect Xavier students with two
millennia of Catholic doctrines
and traditions. We're an organization that would basically adhere
to Pope John Paul II and the
Magisterium,". Calinger said.
"We definitely feel that the 'traditional viewpoint' you'd see at
most parishes across the country
is not very well represented here."
The idea to form such a group
occurred to Calinger a while ago,
and only recently has enthusiasm

for such a group on Xavier's cam- are 20 active members currently
"It would be things like papal
pus pushed him to actio.n.
signed up.
authority, the Eucqarist, why
"I talked to a couple people a
"We're. pretty enthusiastic,''. · women can't be priests, just to infew weeks beforehand to see if Calinger said.
form the ·Xavier community, bethey'd be interested in this, and
"It seems that many·people are cause a lot of people don't undermany said they would;" Calinger sympathetic to this cause, but it will stand that," Calinger noted.
said.
.be interesting to see what kind of
"Our focus is more debate-ori"We've been talking about this opposition we run into," said ented than service-oriented. We feel
for years; if anybody would want Bausch.
that conservative Catholic views
to do this,
Aside need to be better represented on
that it would
frommeet- campus," said Bausch.
·be nice, but .
ings, the
"We don't want to demonize
nobody ever
St. Peter Campus Ministry. We just disagree
did it," he
Catholic and want to express our disagreeMinis~
added. "I had
s·ociety ment by way of this soCiety," said
·
· ·
s·ome extra
also orga- Calinger. · · · ·
time this senizes and
. The St. Peter Catholic Society
mester, so I
p 1 ans is not a chapter of a national orga- ·
organized events to nization, but has been developed
it."
better illu- exclusively at Xavier.
"l respect
One national ·organization the
minate
academic
their mes- group hopes to become involved
and religious
-Adam Calinger, senior
sage and with is the Cardinal Newman Socifreedom, but
focus.
ety, after St. John Newman, because
being a libThis it seeks to involve people in Cathoeral Catholic doesn't necessarily past weekend, they went to Holy lic events and teach doctrine.
make yoi.i a good Catholic," said Name Church and attended a prayer
Currently, the St. Peter Catholic
Bausch. "Liberal Catholics ignore vigil for an end to abortion.
Society is searching for a faculty
personal morality and disregard traThey also attended Mass at Old advisor. Once that is accomplished,
dition simply .because it is tradi- St. Mary's Catholic Church down- they plan to go to the student sen~
tion."
town.
ate and seek club chartering.
The group now plans to meet
The group is planning an event,
For questions regarding joining
every Wednesday at 8 p.m. in a con- for either late November or early the St. Peter Catholic Society or.
ference room on the second floor of December that would bring a locai when their events will be held,
· the Gallagher Center.
priest to talk about the basics of Calinger will accept calls during
Roughly 13 people showed up Catholicism, about which Calinger the day at 924~8390.
to the first meeting, although there has found many are uninformed.

"W'e don't want to demonize. (;ampus
try. we just 4isagr'ee.and.
want to express our disagreeme':lt by way ofthis
. "
socze-ty.

Ramadan Events for Nov.

Dorothy Day:

Men 4 Others:

Nov. 18
Dorothy Day House ·
"Ramadan & Personal peace

Nov. 13
Men40thers house
"Personal Reflections"

X-Action Day
Saturday Nov. I 6 will be an
X-Action service day and all
members of the Xavier community·
are
invited
to
partcipate. Volunteers will
be working at the Freestore/
Foodbank. All are asked to
meet •in the Nieporte Lounge
in Hailstones Hall at 9:30 a.m.
and will return by 1:30 p.m.

Book Drive
The Xavier Literacy Vol- ·
unteers are. kicking off their
third annual book drive this
month. Students and faculty
. are encouraged to drop off
ne~ or gently used books in
the. boxes located around
campus. For more info, contact Laila Brenner at 7514873.

Over the Rhine:

Ecology House:

Nov. 19
Xavier House
"Islam and alms.giving"
(Rides leave at 4:45 front of chapel)

Nov. 14
1765 Cleneay Ave. #2
"Ramadan and diversity"

Police Notes
Nov. 5, 3 p.m. - Cam- .
pus Police received a theft
report that someone entered
· a room in Kuhlman Hall and
removed $15 and anAll Card
from a resident's wallet.

Nov. 6,_ 6:35 p.m. -A
resident student reported the
theft of her empty laptop case
from the Armory parking lot
after she had left it unattended.

Summer Service
Internships
There will an information session about summer service internships Wednesday, Nov.23 from
8:30-9:30 p.m. in Alter 110. Past
interns will be available to answer
questions.

13~19

Nov. 7, 3:58 p.m. _:_A
Xavier employee inadverently
accelerated over a curb, resulting in the vehicle.being lodged
over a retaining wall.
·

Nov. 8, 11 p.m. - Campus Police arrested a male nonstuden t, approximately 45years-old, for criminal trespassing after receiving numerous
complaints from students of so- ·
Heiting money and drugs. The
subject had an extensive criminal record and had been warned
in the past to stay away from
campus.

Nov. 8, 12:20 . a.m.
Campus· Police assiste_d Resi-.
dence Life with a search after
receiving reports of a strong
smell of marijuana in Brockman
Hall. Students will be brought
up on internal charges.

Nov. 9, 2:30 p.m;
Campus Police responded to a
loud noise complaint in the
Village.

. Nov. 9, 2:55 p.m. . ..,.......
Campus Police responded to
a roommate dispute between
two male students in Kuhlman
Hall. The students were· advised to stay away from one
another.
Nov~ 9, 2:20 a.m. Physical Plant reported the
smashing of pumpkins on the
fourth floor of the Commons.
An investigation is pending.

Nov. 10, 12:24 a.m. - ·
Campus Police assisted
Norwood Police with a loud
party in the 2200 block of
Wayland. Students were advised to end the party.
Nov. 9, 2:20 a.m. -A
male student reported ·re-·
ceiving harassing phone
calls in which the caller used
several racial slurs. An investigation is pending.

Nov.· -9,·2:20-a.m. ·-An:•
employee reported her car window was broken while parked
in the O'Connor Sports Center
parking lot. .
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TWO XAVI'ER STUDENTS LEAVE.-CAMPUS BEHIND FO;R_T:ijE ·CLASSROOM:··
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·JENNIFER PUTNAM.
Assit. Campus News Editor·

·Today's college student faces a
·multitude· of tasks and responsibilities on a daily basis. What assignment is due? When is that test?
Along with the pressures of
classes, jobs and of course; the inevitable and horrifying question:
what am I going to do after graduation?·

•."'"c:;

~

J :

,

·-1,. .,
_,

education program at Xavier require
outside experience as well as its stan~· ·.
dard classroom experience· as a
method of educating its ow.nfoture ·
educators on the practices arid prin- ·
ciples of classroom teaching~ Both
are ·currently placed at Kilgour
School located in Mt. Lookout.
. "Everything is so different than I
· had expected," said Palmer, who is
placed in the fourth grade and is responsible for 60 students.
"Now I have a real taste of what I

...

-LI.Mm

I can't see myselfdoing anything else.
This has been the most rew.arding
adventure.
PHOTO COURTSEY OF TINA PALMER

-Tina Palmer, senior

Senior Tina Palmer shares a baby bunny with her fourth grade calss at
Kilgour School. The student-teacher relationship is what thE; program places
its focus ·on.

can prepare you for what you will
These questions are the root of want to do .with my life. I think espe- learn through the student teachthe array of issues and problems cially I will be extremely prepared ing experience," said Palmer.
These students take on the
that encompass the life· of a col- for my future teaching career." .
The in-class experience is benefi- same responsibilities as the rest of
lege student.
Responsibility and time man- ' cial but the training prior to their stu- Kilgour's teachers. However, just
agement become the two most dent teaching placement also played with any new experience, you
feared and widely used words of a pivotal role in preparing the young have to ease into it as you go
along.
each student's vocabuiary and the teachers.
"The education program required
As Bielski
word "graduation" brings with it ·
the reality that adolescence is over so much field experience before.my ·. sfated,>."At·
and it's time to move on.
student teaching experience that by first, I just obSo what if you were asked to the time I started at Kilgour, I felt com- . served. ·and
move on before you were ready, or fortable and confident teaching and gradually be~
even worse, before you were even being in that environment,'' said gan to take
Bielski, who has 26 childr_en in her ori more roles
out of college?
and subjects.
For two Xavier students; the first grade class.
"Being educated in current early · Now I teach
taste of the real world and a preview of what's to come has become child areas such as best practices, and plan evclassroom management and innova- erythi'ng ·on
a living experience.
Senior education majors Tina live methods of teaching has laicl a my own. I do
Palmer and Rebecca Bielski are foundation that I will be able to build everything in
seeing just what it's like to be out upon in the future." .
my room now
"Xavier has a great education pro- that my teacher would be doing ·
of college and in the real world as
they take part in Xavier's student gram~ I feel like they have provided such as writing and teaching lesme with the necessary tools I need to son plans ,to decorating the room
teaching program.
Both the State of Ohio and the be a great teacher, however nothing and implementing new ways to

"The 40 plus hours tl}e students devote each week makes it difficult
to work outside the program."
When asked. what the best thiag .
about the program was, Palmer
stated," "The greatest thing about
the education program is the support and availability of the profes-

help the students learn, so that by
next year when I receive my own
classroom, it will be very familiar
and not an overwhelming shock." ·
"While in the classroom we are
the teachers. We handle the presentation of the curriculum, discipline
and assessment," said Palmer.

This job is so rewarding. It's not every profession
that you leave at the end of the day with 25
hugs.
-

Becca Bielski, senior

Given that each student's place- sors. They become a source of inment is in a school that focuses on spiration for future educators."
The program could be looked at
their respective concentration such
as early childhood' education; 'the . as an internshfp fcir education' rri'astudents find themselves out jors. While students with other maof the loop of everyday col- jors head to offices and other respective work environments, edulege life.
"I miss being on campus, cation majors get the joy of workbut I haven't been on the ing with the children who are our
.main campus-in two years be- future .
Overall~ the lessons taught and
cause education classes are
, in Elet and Joseph Halls or learned by both stuaent teaGhers are
the Armory. I catch up on my lessons one cannot find in books,
social life on Thursday but in the hands-on experience that
through Saturday. I also have is the student teaching program.
the spring semester left to
look forward to," Bielski said.
Palmer agreed as well stating
that she misses being a "regular college student."
Both students have found
this taste of the real world to
be beneficial and vital to
their future endeavors in the
education field. "I really en. joy every day, even though .
it is hard work.
.. -"My .only suggestion for - . · · future programs, would be
.that they offer.some form of
. ' PHOTO COURTSEY OF BECCA BIELSKI
Senibr Becca Bielski (standing, f~r right) gets .into the Halloweeh spirit financial compensationfor the parwith the rest of her first grade c:t'ass during a class party. This. is one of . ticipating students," said Palmer.

the many rewarding experiences that come with student teaching.

. -.,
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Applications for the Senate vacancy ar~ due ·.·.
Friday November 15, 2002 in the Sen·ate
· office. Please drop the . applications
in on
.
.
.
campus mai I to:

The first 5.00 students to purchase
a ticket will receive a .g_l~ss.

..

'

Student Government Association .

C/O:.·~i.chael ·McB·ride· ·
. Ticket Sales
(pre-sale only)
MaiJLocation 2120
.
.
November 20-22
·
..
· Envelopes s~ould b~ sealed. Wi.th the', appH • .
WednesdayFriday
. . . .cants signatljre on t~e flap .. ~ecQuse ser1ate · .··:
· me·etings are ·he_ld ·a!f ·3:00 'on Mc:>ndays,:ap;.." .·
10:30arn-3:00pmplicants rnust be free at this time ..··.
.
Gsc · ··
~
.

.

~

S:OO•S:OOpm-GSC 8r.
CAF

. .• ·

I'

*********************'
*. . . "Letthe Good Times·Roll" . . ·fk•·.

*
*

Cost: $15 per
Person
$10-Homecorning 1.r
T-Shirt

*

SA_C Homecoming Events
Sunday, November 17:
Midnight Snack 1 l:OOpm
Monday, November 18:
Hypnotist D~le K S:OOpm
Tuesday, Novemb~r 19:
Movie Night 9:00pm
Wednesday, November 20:
Karaoke Night 8:00pm
Thursday, November ~1: ·
Comedian Gary Owens 8:30. pm
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Friday, November 22:
Homecoming Dance 9:00pm-1 :OOam
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Kibbutz killings resonate throughout Israel
BY CAROL ROSENBERG
. K~ight Ridder Newspapers

JERUSALEM - In a country
· where the chore.ography of killing
and repfisal has become almost com-·
· mon fare, the slaughterof two young
. boys in their beds and three other Israelis o'n a kibbutz struck an extraordinary .chord of tragedy Monday.
Images of Noam and Matan
Ohayon, four and five, were broadcast on television amid reports that
the Israeli army's security services
were choosing Palestinian targets·
to punish for ihe overnight attack
· at pastoral Kibbutz Metzer, 37 ·
miles north of
TelAviv. ·

. a bedtime story _to distract them.
Running alongside the Green
Line that once divided Israel from ·
Pafostinian areas on the West Bank,
Kibbutz Metzer is a model of ArabIsraeli cooperation. Arabs came
from a neighboring village Monday to pay COl)dolences just before
. the burial ofYitzhak Dori, 44, the .
elected kibbutz leader, who was.
. killed by the gunman while taking
his turn on guard duty late Sunday
.. night.
. A 42-year-old Israeli woman,
who was visiting a friend at the kibbutz, also was shot and killed while
walking outdoors.
Israel's new
hard-line for-

"'U/e a/l want .
. A lone gun- peace:. ·Terrorism doe..'S eign minister,
Be nj a m i n
man from the al
Aqsa Martyrs' no~ distinuuish
. Netanyahu, said
0 '
B d gad es"
the.episode. uvwhich is linked . ' between .children,
derscoreci his .
to
Yasser
· ·
· 1
argument to exArafat's Fatah Women, 1nen, Settters, pel Arafat and
political move- soldiers. It makes no
his deputies_
merit, went on a
from the West
B a n k ;.
shooting spree distinction. What we
at the farmfog
Netanyahu, a
former. prime
collective just have. seen here today
before midnight
·
minister, is seek1
Sunday, killing is another exampte of ing to take over
the boys and ·whom we are
leadershipofthe
their mother,
conservative
whO- was ·read- . fi-acinu. "
Likud Party in
.u

•

PHOTO COURTESY ~GHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Israeli paramedics carry away the body of one of the vict~ms of Sundpy
night's terrorist attack on KibbutzMetzei in Northern Israel.

want peace,'' Sharon said after the denounced the killing as a "crime"
visit. "Terrorism does not distin- meant to derail efforts to i:each out
guish between children, women, toapro-peacecampinlsrael.Arafat
men, settlers, soldiers. It makes no . ordered an investigation to find out
distinction. what we have seen here . if the perpetrator was a member of
'ing them a bed· . 0 ·
·advance of elec- · today is another example of whom Fatah, in light of claims that an al
time story. The
-Ariel Sharon tions, which an · we are facing."
Aqsa Martyrs' Brigades. member.·
gunman esPrime Minist~r oflsra~l Israel.i parliaIsraeli retaliation could range was the killer. ·
·
·
caped.
..
.. ..
meritary c'om~ . from dropping bomb~ on a bu.ildAn Israeli government spokes- ·
At thcf .kiblilitz,· ·institution .. mittire se~~fond~y,Jor J~q. 2~. :". , ·... ing i~entified as1v,14rtof tJie: "Pali;:s- ., .. pi~n,: A".i P~zner, left little doubt
th.at traditlonatly supports left-leariTlie blOodshed gave Netanyahu tinian terror apparatus" io sending that Israel would act. "It is obvious .
ing politics, the boy's father waved a chance to distinguish himself from troops on house"to-house searches-' ·that. the Palestinian Authority has
a pacifier and wailed, hoarse with his Likud rival, Prime Minister Arid in the West Bank to round up sus- become a full-fledged factory for
pain, in images and sound clips that Sharon._Sharon, under pressure from pects ·to expelling Arafat ·or some terrorism,'' he said.
reverberated througli radio and tele- · the. United State~, has rejected the of his senior aides;
·
Reactions to the attack cast the
viSion across the country. . . .
option ofexpelling Arafat.
With Israel '.fel,evision reporting differences in Israeli politics in
Avi Ohayon said his ex-wife,
Sharon paid a condolence .visit . that the gunman came from the sharp contrast.
Revital,. 34, had called him. mo- Monday to the northern Israeli kib~ West Bank town ofTulkareni, miliKibbutz Metzer, whose members.
ments before the slaughter to say . butz before sitting down with his t.ary sweeps into Tulkarem and support the idea of an independent
she was worried because of hearing new defense minister, Shaul Mofaz. Nablus were predicted.
state of Palestine, was founded by
about gunshots on the kibbutz, and
"There is no competition as to
In Ramallah, Palestinian Infor- Jewish immigrants from South
had settled in to read their children who will bring peace faster. We all mation MinisterYasser Abed Rabo America in 1953, and has since

an

raised· Israeli-born children and
grandchildren alongside the farm's
vegetables and plastic drip irrigation-supply factory. This year,
members were grappling with
where and how to put' up an enhanced security 'fence, and fretting
thai it would signal hostility to
friendly Arab neighbors.
Hard-liners in Israel have embra'c~d the idea of the fence a8 part
of a tactical, defense-minded strategy of separation. They oppose an
independent Palestine.
"Our best defense·'is our good l'e-· ·
lationship with our neighbors,"
Doron Lider, the kibbutz director, or
full-time manager, said on Israel Television. ''We want the fence, to demarcate a border that doesn't hurt
people who are cultivating their land.
We're 'farmers and they'~ farmers."
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Constructing confusion
Herald/Clerieay Avenues' recent · extremely narrow. The parked cars,
road construction is causing mass random plaza entrance, and huge
confusion within the Xavier com- trucks which exit the factory make
mu,nity. · Yes, that's right: Herald/ traveling on Cleneay Avenue a reguCleneay Avenue. _While the Cintas Jar traffic hazard. Although
Center is located on Herald Av- · Norwood tried to fix a part of the
enue, McGrath Health and Coun- road, it has not helped much since
seling· Center's address· is on huge craters have already developed.
Upon crossing the railroad tracks,
Cleneay Avenue.
After searching the Internet, the one notices the tracks don't go furNewswire discovered Herald Av- ther than the road. We are left wonenue only runs from the dering what purpose their existence
Ledgewood circle. to .the railroad serves. We understand this is the
· tracks. From the railroad tracks to line separating Evanston from
Montgomery Road is Cleneay Av- , Norwood; however, is this railroad/
enue. The simple fact an avenue city-line really necessary?
T H E
L E T T . E R S TO
Now that we have crossed the
exists which only lasts a block is
EDITOR
quite· odd.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::".1 city limits, let's
With the
focus our atmass confusion•·'"'''·"'"'='_.,.,
tention to Hersurrou n ding
aid Avenue.
the location of
The
water
these avenues,
,, which settles
I am an avid reader of the the ···new· NBA Live· game
the Newswire
in front of the Newswire, especially the sports sec- Playstation 2 has to offer. I. would
isn't that sur-·...,..,.. .,............,__""'"'__iiiiiiiiii
Cinergy park- ti on, and I have appreciated the much rather see a picture ofa mem. the
berfromoneofour
prised the construction is just as ing lot is a hazard to all students coverage
many sports teams
C?nfusing. Our first gripe is with traveling down the sidewalk. Un- Newswire gives
the problematic sh~et metal planks . less one warits to swim to t~_e Dor- our teams thro.ughtaking the place of
this• unnecessary
that cover a large part of the road othy Day House, they are forced to out the year. How~
ever, my views
'"ranting."
leading to Xavier. Our question: either cross or walk in the avenue.
why are they there?
The problems on these avenues . have unfortunately
It is absurd
there is that much
Although the road was dug. up can be addressed. in a few ways. started to change
over the summer for unknown rea- Overall, the avenues should be re- this year. . ·.
room for . these
My mam reason
o
·
people to talk
sons, Xavier students are left paved similar to Montgomery
puzzled as to why they have to . Road's recent improvem~nts so trav- for this change in
about whatever
drive over these planks just to get elers can have a smooth transition attitude is because
•
they feel. Meanwhile, the volley'.' •
there are very few,
to school. Some people are con- to Xavier.
ball and soccer
By removing the railroad tracks, if any, pictures in
cerned about the possibility that
teams receive less
· the planks could move or even some of the confusion would be less- the sports section.
damage the tires on their car.
ened. After tearing up the tracks, a I find it hard to believe there is noth- than a quarter page of space at the
Also: drivers going in the op- sign would be nice. to differentiate ing going on during the week that . bottom. I feel like the people' in the
posite direction are threatened on which avenue you are traveling cannot be captured with a camera. sports section rieed to re_-evaluate
when oncoming traffic is forced to as well. By removing the' railroad I also find it very upsetting the edi- their priorities on the coverage they
veer into their designated lane be- tracks and repaving the road, the tors (no offense to your editors) get give to Xavier University sports.
cause they are trying to avoid the large swimming pool near the Dor- half a page to talk about their views
planks. Are you confused yet? We othy Day House would be drained. on sports.·
With these added improvements,
are.
I personally do not care about
This construction confusion is maybe the average student will feel
simply causing more problems a little less confused when driving
since Cleneay Avenue is already and walking to and from Xavier.

Sports section gripes·
J find it hard to•
believe there is
h ·
not. ing going on
durinu the week that
cannot be. captured
with a ·camera.
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I am writing in response to one
The Hindu and Muslim reliof Jim's comments in "Calendar gions are completely different City." He mentioned that last they have different beliefs and celWednesday was In- - - - - - - - - - - - - e b r a t e different.
dian coffee hour,
'L
J
holidays. These
which was ironic to
differences do not
him because it was
also the beginning
of Ramadan.
· · Unfortunately, Jim
seems -to be confused about some
religions.
The Indian coffee hour 111_st week

d
Tr1e Hinuu an ··
Muslim reliuions m;1dermine one
o'
religipn apd.rna~e
are completely_ ·theothersuperior.
Instead; the differdifferent -·.- .they ences contribute
to the rich diverhave different be- sity of religions .
l' .,+;. ' d r b
that exist through- ··
ie_,,, an cete rate out the world. ' .
diffi_-erent hq/ida_rys.
Therefore, it is

was in celebration
of Diwali, a Hindu
-, important not tq
·. religious holiday. - - - - - - - - - - - - . , - · blend these: reli~ '
. Ramadards a Muslim traditian, and · gions tcigether, bunti·giv~ each one
is not Something that HiJ:!~US fol- the respect and recognition it delow;
serves. Part of this respect involves
Therefore; those people who are an accurate representation of the
fasting .for R_amadan would not celebrations, including Diwali and
have to worry about not being able .Ramadan.
·
"to celebrate their Indian heritage"
at coffee hour, as Jim wrote. ·
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PLE~S,-~JjELP

.US HAVE
THE CHILD WE HAVE
.
ALWAYS WANTED

.

We have tried for many years to have this special
child and have been unsuccessful on our own. Due to
infertility, we cannot fulfill oµr dreams by ourselves. But you
can help by being an egg donor. We are a very wann and
loving couple wlio would desperately love to have the chance to
conceive our own little angel. Your commitment would be one
. menstrual cycle. All of Y.Our expenses would be paid and for
· this precious gift you wdl be compensated $2000 for your
·
efforts. If you are between the ages of 21 and 32 and feel you
can help fulfill our dream please contact the wonderful staff at:
The Institute for Reproductive Health
.
IVF Director, Dept DNS
3805 Edwards Road, Cinqinnati; Ohio 45209
(513) 924-~~~
·*All lnfonnation is strictly confidential

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKE-OUT
IS NOVEMBER 21, 2002
HELP SPREAD THE.WORD!!!
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BUSINESS AND
ENGINEERING MAJORS:

- .. ~ -·' ·,
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LET'S TALK F.INANCE.

ANNOUNCING' AK STEEL'S. AFRICAN-AMERICAN
BUSINESS
AND ENGINEERING.
SCHOLARSHIP
..
.
.
Here's good news for African-American busine'ss cir engineerin·~ majors. You may be eligible for a
$4,000 scholarship from AK Steel. You must be entering your third or fourth year of undergraduate
studies at a four-year accredited college or university, and be a graduate from a high school in Butler ·
·or Warren counties in Ohi()'. Find out more by ~isiting www.a.ksteel.com or make an appointment to
visit y~ur financial aid office. Don't delay, applications must be received
by the

Middlet~wn. Community Fou~ddtion

by December. 31, 2002.

AKSteel
www.aksteel.com
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·For solile ofyou
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BECOME A
PART OF
OUR
TRADITION.

COME
·WORK
·FOR THE·
NEWSWIRE.,
.--.,

JESUIT ....
..

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR ASST. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR AND .
. WORLD NEWS EDITOR
·
I
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YOU'LL GO DOWN IN HISTORY.•··
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- - Do you know someone
------,----who deserves to be awarded
for his or her outstanding work?-·-

· Xqvier Un iversity s'
1

Wellness Te~m Presents:·

XAVIER

WELLNESS
fft

Employee Benefits Fai..Health Info. & Blood Pressure Checks
Monday, Novembe..-18, 2002 ·
Cin~as Center, 10:00am-3:00pm

The Gt-e'1t Amet"ic'1n Smokeout
"Ou it Bags"
Thursday, Novembet21, 2002
. Gallagher Student Center, 11 :OOa-m-2:00pm
Healthy Eating fo..-the Holidays
Nu*Htional Information
.
·..:Monday~ N.ovembe..-25, 2002 · ·
Gallaghe..- Student Cente..- & The Cafe
.

.
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Steve Metzger, Editor

Sports Desk: 745-2878
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Men's soccer
postponed
The men's soccer season finale at Dayton has been postponed until Wednesday due to a
severe rain storm. The match, the
last of the year for both teams, will
be replayed Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. at Dayton.

David West named
All-American
The Associated Press has
named Xavier senior forward
David West to its five-member preseason All-American First Team.
The 6'9" West was named on 43
of the 72 ballots from the national
media panel, the most ballots for
any player. West was named to
the AP's Second Team last year.

Women's CC
runner recognized
Xavier junior cross country
runner Jennie Illig was named to
the AtlantiC I 0 Academic All-Conference Team on Tuesday in a vote
conducted by the conference's
sports information directors.
Illig, an occupational therapy
major from O'Fallon, Ill., holds a
4.0GPA.

Xavier basketball
ranked no. 10
The Associated Press has
ranked Xavier 10th in its preseason men's basketball poll. It
equals the highest preseason AP
ranking ever for an XU team,
which was 10th prior to the 199798 season.
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Men's basketball trounces
EA All-Stars
BY JEFFERY HILL
Sports Writer

In the annals of college basketball, there have been games w.here
the final score has not accurately
represented the true course of the
contest. This was not one of those
games. Xavier trounced the EA
Sports All Stars in their first exhibition game of the season, 92-63.
The EA Sports All Stars came
into the game after losing to the
. preseason No. 2 Kansas Jay hawks
by 17 the nig~t before. Last year
against the Muskies, the All Stars
put on a good showing in a ~ell
conteste~ 75-67 losing effort.
Defensively, the Muskies
started off this seasori where they
left off last year, pressuring the All
Stars into a five-second violation
and forcing a steal in their first two
defensive stands. Throughout the
first half, Xavier's tough defense
haunted the visitors as they
coughed up 15 turnovers and shot
40 percent from the field. Not everything ran so smoothly though,
. as the Muskies had trouble at
times getting back in transition
and got caught looking for men
to cover while the All Stars scored
some easy layups.
Offensively, Xavier exhibited
good balance in their attack, as
they showed no fear in changing
the tempo of the game, moving in
and out of halfcourt sets. Senior
David West led the scoring charge
with 21 points and nine boards~ in
an exhibition of his versatility in
the. power forward slot. He shot
two for three from behind the arc
and used his soft hands and quick
feet to go to .work in the paint,
shooting 50 percent inside the arc.
· Sophomore Keith Ja.C:kson
once again wowed the crowd and
could challenge Michael Vick for
the title of "human highlight reel"
this year. His first field goal eight
minutes into the first half, a reverse

.

Junior Romain Sato and the Musketeers handily
defeated the.EA All':'.Stars.
layup while drawing a foul, earned him
three points after the conversion from
the line, igniting the crowd. Coming
. off the bench in the second half, Jackson wa8 on the receiving end of an
ally-oop, piling on the points as
Xavier went on to lead by as much as
34 with eight minutes left in the game.
The freshmen got plenty of playing time under the bright lights of the
Cintas Center. Most notably, Dedrick

Finn· handled the point position
well in his first game with three
assists to counter his two turnovers. Will Caudle also received
ample playing time and showed
great intensity in the paint, grabbing four boards and dishing it
off twice.
Head coach· Thad Matta was
pleased with his team's performance and highlighted in the

x

Wednesday, Nov. 13
Preseason NIT
coines to Cintas
The
Owens
Corning
Preaseason National Invitational
Tournament comes to the Cintas
Center on Monday, Nov.- 18 as
Xavier hosts first round opponent
St. Peter's. This is the Muskies'
first preseason 'NIT bid since
1988;

•Women's Basketball vs.
· OGBM Legends
at7p.m.*
•Men's soccer vs. Dayton
at7:30p.m.

• Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle Match
(Walsh Rifle
Range-Armory)
at8a.m.
• Volleyball vs. Temple at 6 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 16
· Thursday, Nov. 14
• No games scheduled.

• Volleyball vs. La Salle (Senior
''night) at7p.m.

•Rifle hosts.Walsh Rifle Match
(WalshRifte
Range~ Armory)
at8a.m.

• Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match (Walsh Rifle
Range-Armory)
at8a.m.

* exhibition match
Home basketball games take
place at Cintas. center.
· Home soccer games take place ··,
at Corcoran Field.
. Home volleyball games take ·
place at Cintas Center.

Home games are in bold.

post-game press conference the
unselfishness of this Xavier team
as well as their ability toJake care
of the ball. The Muskies finished
the game with 24 assists to just 13
turnovers (the majority of which
came in the second halt). The EA .
Sports All Stars, under pressure from
Xavier's active defense, had just 11
assists to 23 turnovers:
The Muskies did leave room for
improvement .for th.e long season ·
ahead, as Matta pointed out that
their. shot selection left so111~t.h_ing ·
to, be desired. "You know when
you take a bad shot," said Matta,
"because none of your teammates
thought you'd ·take·· the shot.-· So ·
there's nobody crashing the boards .
to get rebounds."
Xavier had another opportunity
to work out the kinks in their game
and solidify a starting lineup last
night when they faced the One
World All Stars. They will take that
experience into. the first regular
season match-up this Monday
against the Peacocks of St. Peter's
in the opening round of the Preseason NIT.

Volley,ball·· su.ffe.rs. through
difficult road trip

··swim
team sinks
Yo~town~

State
BY Cl.AIRE BEIMISCH
Sports Writer
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BY STEVE METzGER
Sports Editor

The volleyball team suffered
tough defeats last weekend while on .
a road trip that took them to the
. .
Bronx and Kingston~ R.I.
The Musket~ers are now 14-13
overall and 5-7 in the A-10, which
drops them to fifth, one game behind
Rhode Island for the last playoff
berth.

The women's swim team recorded a win against Youngstown
State this past Saturday, giving the
Lady Muskies a 3-1 record overall
for the 2002-03 season. Along the
FORDHAM 3, XAVIER 2
way, three new po~I records were
The Musketeers came away from
.established.
The women were dominant New York stunned. ·For the first time
early, winning the 200 medley re~ since the two schools started playlay in a pool record time of ing each other, the Fordham Rams
1:53.70. The winning relay con- defeated Xavier three games to two.
sisted of juniors Molly Moeller, This was the first victory for the Rams
Danielle Miller, and Angie . in 15 matches against the Muskies.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
The Rams were led on offense by
Freshman Katie Duc:hek and senior-Katey Wygant played hard against Fordham. ·
Hinrichs, as well as freshman Sarah Brown. Sophomores Kristy junior Roxanne Hill who had 19
Ulrich and Becky Faust went 1-i kills. But it was not offense alone . once again faced an early deficit, a. battle for the last qualifying spot
in the 1000 Freestyle, respectively. that caused .the Rams to walk away· but rallied and fell short Down of the A-10 Tournament.
The Musketeers jumped out
Hinrichs also garnered a win in the victorious. · The Rams out-blocked 4-1 at the start. of the match~ the
Muskies trailedl0-8 and then 14- early, easily taking the first game,
500 Freestyle, with junior Brittany the Musketeers, 1~-6.
· The Muskies rallied resiliently in · 13;.Jt looked iikethey miglitpull .but could not hold on to the vicKessler finishing in second place
the fourth game to win, 32-30, and victory fron1 ttiejaws ofdefeat; but tory as the Rams out-hitthem ;256 ·
even while injured.
.
The stroke events were no dif- force a fifth·after being on the brink aservice erroi: by :.sopl,lomore to .217 overall.
Wygant led the Muskies with
ferent for the Musketeers as they of defeat when Fordham had match Molly Martin gave :Fordh_am"the
18 kills on 35 attempts for ·a hitcontinued to dominate· the pool. point with the score 47~29. Fresh-.·. win.
ting percentage of .371. Freshman
Ulrich had a strong showing in the f!ian ·Katie Duchek and senior Katey
· Meggie Hoff~an al~o ·amassed· a
URI .3, XAVIER· 1.
200 Back.stroke with her winning Wygant combined .to score the final
time of 2:15.63, and sophomore five points that gave the Muskies the
The Muskies-then traveled to high number of kills,· 17, but only
'.
Janet Heil took· the 200 ·breast- game.
take on the Rho.de Island Rams in .hit .171.
, In the fifth game, ~h~.Musket~yrs
slEH~r.Jn ,3;.3,~'.;4q~u.Thn ~~~l.1~~r ~Pt
.
.. '
tile 200 Butterfly was Brown in a
strong 2: 16.32, a time which places
her in the Xavier Top 20 times list.
The Top 2o list cpnsists of the fastest 20 times ever swam by Xavier
swimmers in each event.. Brown
also won the 200 I.ndividual Medley in a time of2:19.46.
.....
The Lady Mu~keteers made a
strong fi.nish by setting a: new p~o~'
record in the 400 Freestyle Relay.
with a time of3:42.80. Hinrichs
brnke another pool record along
the way by leading. off the relay in .
a time of 54.08., breaking the old
100 Freestyle pool record, Along
with juniors Heather Greidanus,
Moeller, and Brown, the Muskies
took control early and never
looked back.
Along with these victories came
several strong top three finishes
from the remainder of the Xavier
team, as well as lifetime and inseason best times. The final score
was 86-27, an easy win for Xavier.
. Next week,. both men and
women travel to Ball State. for a
tri-meet with. University of IllinoisChicago.
~
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.Page 3: The lighter side of Xa~ier sports.

Dave rantsBY DAVE GILMORE

Asst. Sports Editor

Hope everyone enjoyed the
NBA preview. For those of you ·
who hate the NBA; well, I'm sure
it doesn't like you very much either.
Anyway, it's back to the ranting this week, and what a week it
was. Baseball awards handed out,
almost everyone in the college
football Top 25 loses, and three
Big 12 teams occupy the preseason collf'.ge basketball Top 5.
Can anyone make sense of this anarchy? Is it officially martial law
in the sports world?. Probably.
Michigan, where did you go
wrong? The Wolverines took one
of the most promising programs
in college basketball, added a
whole lot of dirty c.ash, had all
their talent bolt for the NBA, and
now are paying the price.
. Explain to me again ho~ the
school is allowed to impose its
own penalties on itself? There's a
reason Ol' Dirty Bastard isn't allowed to determine how long he
goes to jail every time he breaks
the law.
Barry Bonds was handed the
fifth MVP award of his career. Way
to go, muscles. Bonds is also on
tour with other big league all-stars
playing against several Japanese
teams. The Japanese public has
respondea to Bo1_1ds by crowding
the streets and screaming while he
devours buildings and helicopters.
I just realized something: once
ol' Barry gets back from Japan,
what am I going to write about for
the next five months?
Somebody needs to get Penn
State football coach Joe Paterno
some·counseling. ~An effigy of a
football official, hung with a string
around its neck and a yellow flag
in hand, was on the front door of
the Paterno's home Sunday. Poor
guy still thinks it's the French
Revolution.
Note to JoePa: Hanging in effigy was only acceptable until the
18th century and in third world
middle eastern countries. Get with
the times, coach.
If anyone was still worried

about UC basketball coach Bob
Huggins and his heart condition,
I think you can start getting back
to your lives. Huggins was his old
destructive self Saturday night
during an exhibition game against
the Bearcats dreaded rivals, Northern Kentucky.
Only seven minutes into the
game, Huggs had already kicked
the scorers table, and screamed in
the face of just about every player
who came off the floor. The
Bearcats edged out a close 71-51
win. Talk about grace under pressure.
Over the weekend l was afforded the opportunity to fly back
home and attend the football the
game between No. 25 Maryland
and No. 13 N.C. State. Being the
Terps' biggest game in 24 years,
needless to say, I was a little excited.
After an unbelievable comeback victory, there was absolutely
no q'uestion as to whether mayhem would ensue. Storming the
field and generally going nuts at
Byrd Stadium kind of made me
wish I lived in Europe, where it's
con.sidered commonplace for
chaos to occur after a big win.
State troopers were put in place
to protect the goalposts, but honestly I think they:should've been
.more worried about that stupid
N.C. State Wolf's safety rather than
two big pieces of aluminum.
That reminds me, how about
the end of the UK game? Wildcat
fans jumped the gun and started
ripping down the goalpost oppo~
site of the side on which J:ousiana
State was scoring the winning
touchdown. Kentucky players
also drenched coach Guy Morriss
with a cooler of Gatorade just before the touchdown was thrown.
It just goes to show you, you can
never be too prepared, or too
drenched in Gatorade.
Finally, I saw the cover for the
upcoming ESPN The Magazine
college basketball preview issue
and I have only one thing to say:
Luke Walton, put a shirt on ...
now.

teams including Rose Hulman Institute of Technology, Tennessee
While most Xavier students '.fech University, Murray State, and
wer~ out enjoying the sunshine UT Martin. In the following weekand warm temperatures this week- ends, Xavier will host other naend, the Xavier Rifle team headed tionally ranked teams such as
to the Arm~ry for "range duty" West Virginia University, Army,
where they hosted the 46th An- the University of Alaska at
nual Walsh International Rifle Fairbanks, and Jacksonville State.
Match.
Xavier's goals are high this
The competition, which ironi- year in the Collegiate Team divically goes on rather quietly on the sion since the squad picked up four
other side of campus, is the larg- talented freshmen at the beginning
est indoor rifle tournament in the of the season, adding to the four
country, attracting as many as 300 remaining upperclassmen from
shooters per year.
·
last year, three of which are All· Rifle is an interesting sport as · Aniericans.
.it is l;l "sport for life:" competitors
Individually, the All-Amen- ·
visiting the Nicholas J. Walsh Me- cans, including sophomore
morial Rifle Range span the ages Hannah Kerr who placed second
of 12 to 50, all competing for in- at last year's NCAA Champion~
dividual awards in the overall ag- ships in the smallbore rifle comgregate category, or for titles in petition, and seniors . Joe
Junior (ages 12 through 20), Open Fitzgibbon and myself, are ex(age 20 on), and Collegiate divi- pected to be some ofthe high-rank~
sions.
ing individuals in the.. smallbore'
This weekend saw college and air rifle matches. ·
BY THRINE KANE

Sports Writer

'
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BY STEVE MElZGER .
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football players, they play because . placed itself on idwo-year ptooathey love the game. They attend tion.
Well, the unthinkable almost those institutions not because it will ·
Indeed it is refreshing to see
happened: Navy came up just short better their chances of getting re- Michigan policing itself for rules
of beating Notre Dame. What the cruited but because they feel like infractions. But why couldn't they
nation witnessed on Saturday is serving in the defense of this na- have put an end to it back then?
what makes academy football great. tion. That is what makes theArmy- Since the administration had no
Everyone knew that Navy did not Navy game the best rivalry in col- qualms about letting the infractions
·stand a chance, not with the way lege sports.
occt!r at that time, it seems to me
the Irish have played this year (save . · The courage displayed on the . that they should have let the NCAA
for the BC game). Notre Dame has field Saturday in a valiant effort investigate the violations and make
better athletes, a storied tradition, against a highly-ranked opponent a ruling; After.all, th~ NCAA is in
and that famous luck that has been makes me think on this Veteran's charge of college athletics ..
with the team since the days of Day the defense of this country is Right?
Knute Rockne.
still in good hands.
But the Middies did noi care
The Bengals were back to their
about all that. Althougl). they are
It was indeed a good weekend usual sloppiness on Sunday. It was
smaller and not a single member of for schools with military some- so refreshing to watch the Bengals,
their team will be playing on Sun- where in their name as the Aggies who were obviously the better
days, Navy has heart. Ait!i it is that of Texas A&M upset top-ranked team, squander their opportunities
heart that we should be most thank~ Oklahoma.
.
to lose in truly Cincinnati fashion ..
ful for.
Speaking of weird games, ifl was·
Long ago in the dist~nt PilSt, the the LSU coach, I would go out and .
Some of.you.may have noticed
serviCe academies had a great foot- buy a lottery ticket.
this week, we are running an article
ball tradition. The speech by
on.the last week's men's basketball
Rockne made famous in. the movie
Continuing on the college foot- exhibition game; even though the
"Rudy'; was made not before a game ball track, there are. now only two team played again last night. This
against some Big 10, Pac 10 Or :ijig .unbeaten teams left: Ohio State and is because the game was played
12 team. It was given the week be-' the Uiliveristy of Miami.
while. this edition was going to .
I must admit I was sad to see . press.
Bowling Green State University
Consequently, both the write up
lose. It is always fun. watch.ing the of the game against the One-World
· underdog interfere with the plans All-Stars and the game against St.
of ABC, I mean, the Bowl Cham pi~ Peter's in the first round of the Preonship Series ..
season NIT will appear in next
the first to use the
as a
week's issue.
Sports Editor

forw~d.pass
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The Walsh has become one of
the premier tournamei:its in the
country, as it attracts some of the
nation's .best shooters, including
internationally ra.nked shooters,
National Team members, and
world champions.
· In attendance this year will be
Jason Parker, an XU Rifle Alum
who recently won the World
Championships in Air Rifle and
who placed fifth· at the 2000
Olympics in the same discipline.
Xavier
shoot its portion of
the Walsh this coming Saturday,
located on the second floor of the
Armory. Spectators are welcomed
anci encouraged to attend to see
XU face off against Army, beginning at 8 a.m.
Xavier's competition will last
until approximately 2 p.m, but the
match is continuing all day Saturday for those who would like to
watch a different type of sport. ·

Anchors aweigh
almost
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Rifle holds national competition
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PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND

. PARAMOUNT THEATRE

'jl

FRii>A\'. NOVEMBER 1STH, 2002
5 PM •SINCllflS, ACT()RS, VAR!CT'{,
TECHNICIANS, COSTUMERS. DRESSERS
1:S<l PM • DANCERS

Help bloving couple create a family of their own

Ii

.

· Be an Angel·
on Earth

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER t6TH, 2002
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17TK, 2002
·10. AM • SIN(JERS, ACTORS. VARlETV.
T£CBNICIANS, C0511JMERS. DllESSE!iS
2:1!0 PM • OMICEHS ·

Fer mare 11110, can: l513J 154-5148

Our deepest desire is to grow our
family but infertility prevents us
from doing so. ,
.
. You can help by being an egg
· donor. Your commitment would
be one menstrual cycle. All
ofyourexpenses
·
would be paid and
ym~ would be
compensated for this .li1
wonderful gift.
<{,:
. If you are between the
ages of 21 and 32 and
/ ... · .·
~ould like ~o enrich your rftf'~";,:~;~:;yr-.:>'.:'.:~i
hfe by helpmg us fulfill our 1 · •
dream, please call today.

for more information about becoming
an egg donor, call the egg donor nurse at
(513) 924-5550 or send·e-mail to
·sawadalla@fuse.net. Mention Department LUV.

•

INSTIWTE FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
3805 Edwards Road • Cincinnati

.

FedEX@ Ground. Thinking about some fast cash and.· help with college?
Join the fast-paced FedE~ Ground team a~ apart-time Package Handler.
You'll work up a-sweat. And in return, get a weekly paycheck, tuition
·assistance and more.
.

.:..·

::···'::"··:,
·~.

' .. :

PIT Package Handlers
Qualifications:
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
.• $9to $9.50 p/hr to start, scheduled raises
· after 90 days and 1 year. 2 shifts available.
• Ability to load, unload; sort packages
• 18 years or older
·
• Part-time, 5-day week

,·

.

· ··

Apply Directly to:
· FedEx Ground
9667 Inter-Ocean Drive
Cincinnati,·OH 45246··

.· (513) 942-4330
fedeX.com/us/careera
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.
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Antigone

.'8 Mile' scores··with·realisiri
THIS MOVIE PUSHES PAST ITS FAULTS
WITH A STRONG PERFORMANCE FROM EMINEM.
.
.

'

'

'

.

The Drama Studios Series of the
University of Cincinnati, College BY JIMMY DILLON
Diversions Assistant Editor
Conservatory of Music is putting
.on a new translation of Sophocles'
"Antigone." The play recounts the
Don''t kid yourself, "8 Mile" 'is
story of a maiden's doomed f11;te not a nice movie. I might not even
when she tries to give her brother a · go as far to say it is uplifting. But
rightful burial. King Creon has al- regardless of either of those delowed Polynices' brother, Eteocles, scriptions, "8 Mile" is without a
an honorable funeral but forbids it doubt real.
for Antigone's other brother, threatThe actual 8 Mile is the physical
ening a painful death. Obeying the boundary of Detroit, as well as the
· laws of the gods rather than those social and poverty boundary that
of the ·king, Antigone tempts· her seems to imprison its inhabitants.
·It's from this location our story
fate.
. The play will show from Nov. 14- · starts, about a white rapper dealing
16; on Thursday and Friday at 8 with his social and family problems
p.m. and on Saturday at 2:30 and 8 while trying to get out of the town
p.m. in the Cohen Family Studio responsible for makirig him deTheatre. There 'is iimited seating pressed.
Welcome to the world of Jimmy
and the tickets are free. For reservations, call 556-4183 beginning "B-Rabbif' Smith (Eminem), a downNov. 12.
on-his:.Juckrapper looking to make
a name for himself. The movie
opens to Jimniy prepping for a battle
rap at the Shelter, a local hip-hop
club that holds weekly contests between freestyle rappers.
Eminem is faced with a many obstacles on his way· to fame and success;
The Cincinnati Symphony OrThose unfamiliar to what a battle coincidentaly so does his character in the movie.
chestra and music director Paa".o rap actually is: think about trying to
Jarvi present a program of the works make someone cry by talking trash;
by Maurice Ravel· and Sergei but at the same tinle, make it rhyme. choker by people on the street after most too quickly, as she pushes him Mile" is a pseudo-biography of the
Prokofiev with violinistAnne Akiko That's usually the formula. The his battl.e rap mishap, so Futurefeels towards recording an album and re- rapper Eminem, a Detroit nati_ve.
Meyers on Nov. 14 at 7:30 p;m. and movie stays true to it, and actually . it is best for hinl to get back on stage entering next week's battle rap. Anyone familiar with his story will
Nov. 15 and 16 at 8 p;m. in Music . portrays the whole contest in the to regain street credibility. On the Little does Jimmy know, but Future note some C>fthe similarities of the
light of a sporting event. This not other s'ide, ·Jimmy's "connected;' has already signed him 'up fornext characters iJI .~~ ~o~~e t~B9Te of
. Hall.
. ••
• '
. .J ' ; .
, .· : .• .
Meyers ·performs Prokofiev's only makes the events
week in ~ attempt to push his friend the individuals he raps about in his
violin Concerto No. 1 in D Major. more exciting but also unalbums, most notably his mother.
to succeed.
Jarvi also leads the CSO in derstandab Ie to those
"8 Mile" from here turns into a
The other actors in the movie ·
Prokofiev's "Romeo and Juliet Suite unacquainted with_ them.
sort of rapping "Rocky" with the are solid and no one disappoints,
Even though Jimmy
No. J" andRavel'~ "Pavane·for a
star of the movie regarded as a loser but Eminem really steals the show
Dead Princess." The evening con- · has been writing lyrics
· . by his peers, and havingthe oppor- with a compelling on~screen percludes with Ravel's romance and rhymes for weeks,
tunity to seemingly tum it all around sona. Basinger, Phifer and Murphy
"Daphnis" and "Chloe Suite No. 2." he's not fully prepared
with one chance ~t the champ. The ·. let Eminem clean up in the film withThe concert program offers a pre- for the restless crowd at
champ in the case of "8 Mile'; is out stealing his spotlight, and inview of the two recordings Jarvi and the Shelter and freezes
record-contracted big dog, Papa· stead set him up for success and,
the orchestra will undertake this on stage. Much to the
Doc, the winner of the: past few ultimately, the credit for making this
year with Telarc: an all-Ravel disc dismay of his best friend
battle raps. Jimniy is faced with deal- movie.a winner.
and Prokofiev's "Romeo and Juliet and ·Mc, David "Future"
ing with his mom, his. friends, liis . · The story can be dreary and denew girlfriend, and riow the rap con- .· pressing at times, "but it delivers a .
Porter (Mekhi Phifer,
Suites Nos. 1, 2 and 3."
Friday, Nov. 15 marks the first "0"), Jimmy drops the
test. Overwhelmed, but not unde- strong moral message to never say
College Night ofthe season at CSO. mic and runs. It's only downhill from . comrade Wink is trying to get him termined, Jimmy works fo find his ~lie, and in the end offers the audiFor only $10, college students with here for B-Rabbit.
·
' to wait on a demo deal so he could. way in a place full of misdirection.
ence an inspiringfeeling. Even with
valid IDs can attend both the CSO
"8 Mile" is a well done movie and this all happening, "8 Mile" ~ever
Jimmy has recently broken up get some free studio time. This pull
performance and a post-concert with his girlfriend and is now forced creates some strain between Wink the credit for this merit can be at- loses its interest or its realism, but
party in Corbett Tower complete to live back at home with his al co- and Future with Jimmy in the middle,. tributed to Academy Award Nomi- . instead makes the viewers feel like
with refreshments and the musiCal holic and desperate mother, .uncertain whom tC> believe.
nat_ed director Curtis Hans9n ("LA they're there. Even the battles are
sty lings ofthe KFOX Band. Revel- Stephanie (Kim Basinger, "LA Con. Meanwhile, Jimmy's working at Confidential") and Oscar-winning beiievable'from the rhymes being
ers will also be able to mingle with fidential") and little sister, Lily. To a steel factory downtown, trying to producer Brian Glazer ("A Beautiful · rapped to the audience of the ShelJarvi, Meyers and CSO musicians.
make matters worse, his mom just get extra shifts to save .money to Mind"). Both Hanson and Glazer ter. Yoµ' II be surprised what he has
For advance tickets, call (513) happens to be shapking up with an move out of b'is m'om 's house. set out to create a compelling movie to say about gay,s and women in· an
744-3356. Tickets are also available old high school acquaintance of Things startto look up as the tempo that is not only interesting, but also unofficial rap battle with fellow rapat the door for the evening of the jimmy's. I know what you're think-. . ofthe movie increases. Jimmy meets realistic. They s.ucceeded with tlie per Xzibit during the movie.outside
concert.
ing. Can it get worse, and to that I Alex (Brittany Murphy, "Riding in help offrrst-time actor Eminem.
ofhis work. Overall, the atmosphere
·.answer:. Yes, yes it can.
Cars with Boys"), an aspiring model,
Is it really acting ifthe character. of the movie is just right, making
Jimmy is now tom between two · at a local dance club on Saturday you are playing is yC>u? Maybe not, this film special.
ways of pulling himself out of all night.
but you can't do a better casting.
this. He's being called <;i loser and
Things click between the two al- job than ,to get the real thing. "8 .
The Drama Studios Series of the
University ofCineinnati, College Conservatory of Music presents the
~~¥.:~~.......... '
;u..
111 l;:Jf.lt.C
nr~ri
-r·1
university men's and women's choou.~Ltn•a.
n
·: ..1q,.1·11 f'#1t:-"
ruses in their "Winter Concert" on · W!:;i!UAiitil~~:::t~.Jti:®Wi!Jlltt!~W~!!!l~~.:iliim.~=m~~lic~.M
Saturday, Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. The
The following discs are dtie for release on or before November 12 .. .
Saturday, November 16
FridaY, November 15 .
show, conducted by ·Graeme
. The Kelly Richey Band
The Clarks
Langager and Cheng Wei, is in the 3 Doors Down Awayfrom the Sun (w/llmited editiriri DVD) (Universal) .. .
'. @:ShadyO.'Grady's
@Top Cats
Patricia Corbett Theatre and fea- Crazytown darkhorse (Columbia) .uJay-Z The Blueprint 2: The Gift
tures works from Faure, Bernstein, and the Curse (two CDs) (DefJam) ... Pe~rl jam Riot Act (Epic) ...
Leavitt, and Thompson. ·
Sunday,,November 17
,Friday, November .15. . ..
· Pretenders Loose Sdrew (Artemis) .. ; TLC 3D (Laface/Arista) .
.
.
. : ·.. ... •. . The performance costs $5 for XU
DJShadow·
'soutliern Culture on the Skid
students. For reservations or more
:@Bogart's
" @Bpgart'~ •· :. . .
.: , ·. .
.....
,·•.:.
information, call 556-4183 beginning
.....
- '':·•. ':.
Nov.12. ·
... ;.: .ail dates 'are'tehtative;

Violinist Anne Akiko
.Meyers
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Various Artists
8 Mile Soundirack
(Interscope)

A great Hip.;.Hop c"ompilation album
Since "8 Mile" was the topgros'sing movie of the weekend and
seems to be the talk of everyone
these days (kids and adults. alike),
I thought I should put the spotlight on theBoundtrack, which also
deserves some attention.
This soundtrack, unlike others,
is actually inspired by the movie.
Eminem is all over this one, executive producing the whole thing,
doing a lot of the beats and sup~
plying three solo cuts.
· We already know that "Lose
Yourself' is dominating the airwaves and MTV, but this
soundtrack needs to be heard, all
ofit. It is stocked full of big names
- how Slim Shady managed to get
both Jay-Z and Nas on the same
CD is beyond me, but it works.
Newcomers Obie Trice and 50 cent
(Eminem label-mates) get plenty of
· . ~xposui:e on this .alptirp. .... • .
Watch out for 50 cent, he's go-

ing to blow up real soon. Obie Trice
is the only bad thing about this album; he's got a good flow, but lyrically he's lacking, Dropping f-bombs
every other word does not equal talent.
Otherwise, this sou.ndtrack
shines. Xzibit, Jay-Z, Nas and even
the legendary Rakim make the most
of their appearances and put out
banging songs. Making a non-hiphop contribution is Macy Gray,
whose smooth croon is a nice pit
stop in this hip-hop-filled collection.
Kudos for Eminem to produce
this himself, make great beats, and a
nice contribution to his first feature
film: As an added bonus, this CD
comes free with a bonus disc containing six bonus tracks featuring
Eminem, Obie Trice, 50 cent and others. This is definitely worth checking out. To those who expect a repeat of "Lose Yourself," forget it.
· This is a true hip-hop CD, even rap
legendary lyricists Gang Starr make
a contribution. That alone is worth
the purchase of this.CD.
I. dock this CD one letter grade
for the Obie Trice tracks. I was looking forward to hearing this guy, as
both Dr.. Dre and Slim Shady hyped
him heavily. See "8 Mile," pick up
the soundtrack and rock your socks
off.
-Asa Kraning
· Contributing Writer
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The "Buffy the Vampire Slayer"
Musical isn't as cheesy as when
"That 70sShow" had a dancing episode, arid it doesn't employ mass
··amounts t>fextras to take away°the·
lack of singing ability in the cast
like "The Drew Carey Show." Each
character sings his or her own song
without any assistance from backup
singers.
A surprising fact is everyone in
the cast can sing fairly well with a
Buffy the Vampire
few stand-outs. Sarah Michelle
Slayer
_Gellar leads most of the songs inOnce More with Feeling
cluding the powerful "Walk
(Mutant Enemy/Rounder)
Through the Fire," and the opening
number, "Going Through The Motions." Anthony Stewart Head, who
plays Buffy's mentor Giles, has one
A musical that will have of the nicer voice.s of the cast. His
you slaying
solo where he realizes he's holding
What do you do if you are Joss Buffy back by still treating her as a
Whedon, one of the most creative student instead of an adult is very
·
men in television today, and you fmd touching.
The only person brought into
out the entire cast of your hit TV
show, "Bllffy the Vampire Slayer," the fold to sing is Los Angeles thescan sing? Any Buffy buff can tell pian Hinton Battle... Battle provides .
you he made a 'musical, and the throaty acid jazz-type.vocals to the .
thing is he made a really good one. group. He plays Sweet, the demon
This CD, the soundtrack to the that is behind this· musical mess.
aforementioned musical, is not for The reason he's there isn't as imeveryone. In fact, there's only a portant as the emotions brought out
small group of people who would in· each character through song~
There are a couple ofinstrumenhave any interest in the CD. I'm
here to tell you if you're an avid tal tracks that will only· appeal to .
Buffy fan, like myself, this musical hardcore fans. One of which is the
music playing while Buffy sacrificed
is.~ must have.
The setup is sirriple in its basic herself the sea5on before. This alidea. Buffy had sacrificed her life in. bum isn't going to appeal to most
the previous season to save her sis- people, butis ther~ really an album
. for, Dawn: .Her friends· believed · that appeals to everyone? Any
Buffy was in Hell be~ause of the . Buffy fan should check out the al.. way she died and. therefore resur- bum and enjoy the music. ·
-DanCox.·.
rected her. Ittums out Buffy was in
Heaven and ihust riow r~turn to her·
Diversions Editor ...
hard life instead of enjoying eternal
bliss.

·t~J-~Ji.~ti&iel~~·:

Do pretty pictures make for a good movie?
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF,· MELISSA, ENTERS THE BATTLE TO DEFEND 'WHAT DREAMS MAY COME' AGAINST DIVERSIONS EDITOR DAN .

Dan SAYS:

Melissa SAYS:

elegance and something else he
couldn't
describe. So in other
"What Dreams May Come" chal"What
Dreams
May
Come"
words,
she
chooses to appear as an
lenges both the viewer's imaginais
a
movie
that
bends
the
audiAsian
woman
because of a fetish
tion and personal convictions about
ences'
feeling
of
perception
to
her
father
had.
this life and the beyond. In what I
the point where we want it to
The whole point of the movie is
believe to be one of Robin Williams'
break,
but
it
never
does.
It
just
to
show
off th~ spec,ial effects. I
most awe-inspiring movies, the auleaves
yearning
for
a
movie.
have
no
doubt a producer somedience is forced to examine those
that
gives
us
more
than
an
odd
where
realized
a world made ofpaintphilosophic questions which seem
after-life
and
pretty
colors.
ings
that
could
smear when you
so daunting that no one ever tackThe
setup
requires
tolerance
touch
them
would
be a great visual
les them. Ifthere is a world beyorid
from
the
viewer
..
Robin
Williams
sensation,
and
don't
get me wrong,·
this, what would it be? How are
Sciorra
meet
and
and
Annabella
it
is.
The
ending
is
what kills this
this world and. the next related?
fall
inlove,
they
have
two
chilmovie.
This movie takes us beyond the
dren, and are working on buildKeep. in mind that untH tha end
usual introspection, and on a jouring
the
Americi:m
drnarn
·when·
·
·of
the
film, all of this could have
ney to discover what and who we
PHQTo
COURTESY
OF
www.NORCALMOVIES.coM
bvlli
chiiaren
are
killed.
Williams'
be.en
over-looked.
We are presented .
really are. Robin Williams plays a ..
Was
this
a
movie
about
two
indivi.c.!I.le.ls-macily
in
chanicterbringsScibrra'scharacter
with
a
s1fuation
ttiat
really strams
character that, along with his chillove,
or
was
it
.aJ?C?'..!t
Gompu:i:er
effects
with
out
of
her
depression
when
he
sudour
minds
to
understand,
which is
dren, dies unsuspeciingly. His wife,
·
:;>!ett-y
·pictures?
denly
dies.
fme.
The
problem
arises
when it
played by Annabelle Sciorra (a!!It
is
at
this
point
in
the
movie
stops
being
the
trailblazer
and
sucother Ho!!y'.·:~uu wonder) kills herwhere
an
audience
just
needs
to
go
cumbs
to
a
Holl}'Wood
staple.
Inself out of despair. While Williams
stant
state
of
flux.
It
makes
a
statewith
the
movie
and
put
their
trust
stead
of
taking
the
last
step·
to
enof
the
most
amazing
aspects
One
is discovering and experiens
"heaven," his wife is trapped in a of this movie is the personal con- ment about the power we have in 'into. it. Williams is sent to an after sure this movie would be in a class
state of hell, because, as his. here- nection the viewer is able to feel be- this. world and how it is portrayed life of beautiful colors and designs by itself, it decides to fall in line with
while Sciorra falls into deep depres- all the other movies about romance
after guide Albert (played by Cuba tween the world and the characters. in the next.
Granted,
the
ending
leaves
you
sion.
and life. The terrible ending of
What
Williams
sees
as
Heaven
is
an
Gooding Jr.) explains it, "Hell is for·
wantirig
more,
but
for
me,
it
is
one
extension
of
this
own
ideology,
and.
Williams'.
guides
in
the
after-life
"What
Dreams May Come" leaves
those who don't know they are·
of
the
best
parts
of
the
movie.
You
what
he
sees
as
Hell
is
nothing
short
are
just
as
strange.
His
two
chi!·the
audience
feeling disappointed
dead." Williams actively chooses
are
forced
to
ask
yourself
what
your
dren
are
revealed
to
be
his
guides,
.
of
a
looming
personal
battle
with
no
and
wondering
why this movie
to step outside the glory of heaven
heaven
would
be.
You
are
forced
to
of
the
most
amazing
victory.
One
even
though
they
appear
as
an
couldn't
just
have
been a fiveand cross over to Hell in an attempt
ask
yourself
what
those.
personal
scenes
in
the
movie
is
when
WillAsian
woman
and
Williams'
late
minute
cartoon
with
pretty
pictures.
to rescue. his wife. Warned that she
friend,
played
by
Cuba
Gooding
Jr
..
battles
are
that
you
feel
to
be
so
i~s
picks·
a
flower
from
his
heaven,
won't know him, and that he.prob-.
ably wouldn't be able to return, and. it melts like. oil. his hand. It discouraging you would rather not His daughter said she.knew he alforced to ask yourself ways had a special place in his heart
Williams follows his heart into the makes the lasting impression that face. You
heaven
is
not
static,
but
in
a
conjust
how
far
you
would go for love. · for Asian women because of their
darkness in search of love.

a
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ing on the table/we've all been
pushed too far/I guess on days like
this/you know who your true friends
are." Her little-girl voice becomes
deep and musky at points, as she
relates the emptiness that can come
even within a group, especially during an evening out on the town.
But this is also a concept album,
apparent in .. her songs and albumpackaging. Amos creates Scarlet, a
c!Jaracterwho is the narrator of the
Tori Amos
stories on this album. Scarlet is an
Scarlet's Walk
obvious alias for Amos, who her(Epic)
self has flaming red,' "scarlet" hair.
The CD itself comes with road map .
detailing her path across the US,
highlighting which song was written where, so the listener can folA journey through
low along. Scarlet's Walk is less an
America
album and more
play, with char· A washed-up Vegas porn star, acters and emotions understood
the spirit of a dead Native American · through dialogue and encounters.
tribe alive . in a tourist, the ·busy
The album is a little repetitious.
transsexual wife of the Messiah, ·Amos uses her new-found pop
and a girl on a road trip just taking it hooks and catchy tunes to univerall in, are writing intoxicating salize her music, bringing her unique
sounds about the beauty and the sound to a wider audience. Some
decay of our nation.
fans may miss her piano-centered,
Tori Amos'newalbum,Scarlet's abstract, lyrically driven songs of
Walk incorporates all these charac- albums past, but Scarlet's Walk is a
ters and more into a catalog of her newer,. more mature Amos. This
road trip around the United States Amos maintains her artistic integthis past year. A welcome change rity while producing interesting alfrom her last concept album, bums for a larger audience. This
Strange Little Girls, where Amos. Amos album is scarlet: flashier, pretre-wrote famous male-penned tier, dramatic and more open to all.
songs from a female perspective,
Scarlet's Wa./k, is a diverse journal
of songs and experiences ..
-Margaret Russo
Amos' talents lie in her ability to .
Contributing Writer
transform a common activity into
something extraordinary and intensely unique. A night out on the
town is turned into a commentary
on the depth and value of relationships in "Taxi Ride": "Lily is danc-
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sound too predictable and are never
varied.
Other songs that fall short include "The Unthinkable;" which features MC buck65, "Pulse All Over,"
and "Last Walk Around Mirror .
Lake." Through Boom Bip's use of
a rapper's voice, an incessant drone,
or a tiring guitar line, each of the
three songs never come to a complete end. As the final seconds of
each of the tracks pass, the listener
BoomBip
is left feeling unfulfilled.
Seed to Sun
Although a few of the songs
(Lex Records)
seem to never end, there are also a
few songs that make the listener
.want to hear more. "Third Stream,"
for example, begins with an ex-· tremely sly groove that only occurs
Cincinnati Native has
for two short times in the song.
room to improve
Some say, "too much of a good
· In the early days of jazz music, thing is never enough;" it's a sham_e
the term "boom-bip;; was used to · that Boom Bip didn'tprove that to
describe the sound of the kick and the listener with "Third Stream."
snare drum in rehearsal. If that is . The best song on Seed to Sun is
understood, then it is easy to com- "UR Here." Through his use ofa
prehend why Cincinnati native staggered drum loop, a cello sec. Bryan Hollon assumes. the l?~rfor tion that stays barely audible in the
mance name ofBoom Bip. His keen background and high-p.itched .·.
use of percussive elements on his keyboard melody, Boom Bip was
album, Seed to Sun is his trademark,. · able to craft a beautiful song that is
though it is not his only strength. able to haunt the listener at .one
Boom Bip is an independent point and soothe at another.. Songs
producer of experimental music. such as these allow the listener to
The elements that make his music recognize that Boom Bip is capable
"experimental" consist mainly of of more than some of his other work
·his disregard for conventional song would characterize him.
Boom Bip's Seed to Sun should
structures arid the varied instrumentation that appears on the al- not be forgotten. After years of work
in hip-hop's underground, his
bum.
From the very beginning of the sound has already matured considalbum, the listener is introduced to erably. As the years pass, Boom
the wide range of instruments: soar- Bip's career will truly mature and find
ing violins, low-key scratches and its distinctive sound.
-Tim Fair
a rolling bass guitar. Although the
Contributing Writer
first song, "Roads Must Roll," has
an interesting sound, the violins
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WE HAVE IT.
YOU WANT IT.
YOU KNOW THE DEAL.
Email Melissa at
·newswire@xu.edu
·.·for information on openings
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November 13
I've mentioned the picture before, now }'OUT eyes get to gaze
upon this beautiful sight. That's
rigt, Gary Coleman has now been
officially inducted into the Calendar City Hall of Fame, based on.
the fact that this is his second
photo appearance. ~e one other
member of this prestigious organization is Chris· Ortman, who
takes abuse from me week after
week. Congratulations, Ort, you
and Gary make a great couple.
Apparently, I was mistaken last
week with my comments regarding Ramadan and Indian Coffee
Hour. I found out that India has
nothing to do with Ramadan whatsoever. I'm sorry ifl offended anyone with these comments. Wait,
nol'rµnot.
Konnichi-wa! Today's International Coffee Hour will celebrate
Japanese culture. Festivities will
take place under the rising sun on
the second floor of the G-Spot at
3:30 p.m. I wonder if the Japanese
export as much coffee to America
· as they do professional baseball
players.

l11llJ\~•Jil\1
November 14
Do you dig Catholic· Social
Teaching? If so, head on over to
the lecture "Catholic Social Teach. ing: Key to Jesuit and Catholic
Identity" at 7 p.m. in the Schiff
Family Conference Center. I hear
there will be a raffle at this event

November 18 .
After months of'anticipat.iori,
Xavier studen.ts finally get to see
·the men's basketball team in action
ByJim MurphyTo place an item in the calendar,mail to newswire_calendar@yahoo.com or M_l2129.
as they play the first round of the
..
.
ture on how to correctly pronounce
for "Keys to Jesuits' $30,000
Pres~ason NIT against St. Peter's
his name.
in the 'Tas at 7 p.m.
cars."
Leave
it
to
the
Men
For
Others
.TheTraditional Catholics, who
Xavier Players' production of
to make a game normally played
took a severe beating in last week's
"Footloose" begins its twoby old wrinkly women fun for coledition, have changed their name
weekend run at 8 p.m. in the Glege students as well. They host
to the St. Peter's Catholic Society.
Spot Theatre. Ifthis production
Bun co!. at 9:30 p.m. in the G-Spot.
I wonder what would happen if
doesn't include a scene where
From
what I hear, it is a game that
they played the basketball team?
Kevin Bacon's character gets
involves dice, and even the people
Imagine the difference in trash-talkreally tired of fighting the syswho
lose
win
a
prize.
I
guess
it's
ing
that would take place on the
tem, stops trying to convince the
kinda
like
Vegas,
but
free,
and
withcourt.
From what the article says,
reverend to let them have a
All right, Gary, fun's
out the prostitutes.
the St. Peter's Catholic SocietyJiad
school dance, smokes a doobie
13 people at the meeting last week.
and rides off into the sunset on
over. Get back in the
That's about enough for a team,
a donkey, well, I'm not going.
gloye compartment.
wouldn't you say'? Sandals are
November
17
forbiM~~- 9P:.tPC::,. fl.()o_r of tpe .
.
.
Homecoming Week officially · Cintas Center, however, so this
November 15
begins today. In honor of this,
may pose a problem.
·November 16
there will be a midnight snack for
The volleyball team returns
Ifwatching the God Squad play
·students at 11 p.m. in the G-Spot.
to the 'Tas tonight to take on
The Homecoming Board is bringbasketball isn't your bag, then
Temple at 7 p.m. Update: they
check out Dale K, Comedy HypUnless I'm mistaken, this"is also
ing back alumni of the rifle team for
the beginning of the charity penny
a reunion in the Armory at noon.
notist at 8 p.m. in the G-Spot Thestill wear spandex.
wars for those students who are . atre. I saw this gµy a couple years
"Worldquest" takes place at
Imagine what sort of stimulating
6:30 p.m. in the Cintas Center.
ago, and he thought he was funny.
conversation will take place at this · running for Homecoming Court.
Just try to distribute your pennies
As is becoming a common
event. Phrases such as "I just took
However, he did not pick me to go
evenly, folks, because all charities
theme lately, I was not given
on stage, so I slashed his tires. I
my s.on hunting for the first time.
deserve to be helped out.
N extthing you know, he' II be walkmuch information about this
bet he didn't think that was very
(By the way, don't think I
event, so I have no idea what
ing" will be thrown left and right. I
missed the opportunity to make a
it's about. I guess I'll just asthink most of the alumni who show
joke about the midnight snack at
sume all .the members of the
up will do so just to see if the rifle
· 11 p.m. I saw the opportunity, but
F.H.S.C.C.P.C. (Former High
team still exists.
November 19
I decided to let you think of someAfter firing off some guns for a
School Chess Club President
"Warm Shelter: The Music of
thing by yourself. If you want to
Coalition) are getting together to
couple hours, there is nothing I enNative Flutes" will be performed
send in a witty response to it, send
play a huge game of RISK.
joy more than listening to some clasat 7:30 p.m. in the Honors Villa.
it to my email by Monday, and
sical piano. As luck would have it,
If you were president of your
This is the perfect event for all you
maybe it will be in next week's isKemal Galic Will tickle some classihigh school's chess club, and
"Pure Moods" freaks out there.
this just offended.you, call me
cal ivory at the G-Spot at 2:30 p.m .. . sue. Keep it somewhat clean, even
You people make me sick. Out.
though the event is in the G-Spot.)
and I'll laugh in your face.
Afterwards, he will be holding a lee-
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For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at XUCLASSAD@hotmail.com

Help Wanted
Tellers of Hyde Park is seeking
friendly hard-working individuals
interested in Server Assistant and
Hosts positions. Apply MondayFriday from 2pm to 5pm at2710 Erie
Avenue. Weekends are a must. No
phone calls please.
Pasta AI Demte, Hyde Park's
most unique and award-winning
restaurant. Now hiring for PT/FT
PM severs, hosts and bartenders.
Perfect for students looking for
flexible scheduling casual atmosphere, and short shifts. Please
call Jay 321-7400 to set up interview between'l2p.m. to4p.m. Mon
a
n
d
F
r
Assistant Teacher Needed! In
Hyde Park area for accredited preschool and after school program.
Great opportunity for Education
Major. Experience required. Afternoon hours. Great pay. Professional environment! EDE. Call
Linda at 321-7183
NOW HIRING- SMOOTHIE
KING is now hiring part-time shift
leaders and sales associates for its
Anderson 1\vp. store. Call 513-5189246 for details or e-mail

Earn $2,000 by Christmas.
an egg dono~
Healthy females 21-32 call
Becom~

5 13 - 8 3 1 - 9 2 0 7 .
HIRING salaried salespeople,
campu.s reps, and on-site staff.
Contact
www.studentexpress.com or 1.800-787-3787 for details.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs
and Stude.nt Groups. Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven Campus Fundraiser.
Three hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising
easy with no risk. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Part-time Employment! Largest mortgage broker in Southern
Ohio, offices in Blue Ash, is hiring tel"'.marketers for PT employment. Experience preferred, but
will train. Selling involved. Starting at $9/hr plus bonus and commission. Individuals have the
potential to make well over
hourly rate. Mon- Thurs, 5pm 9pm, Satur 9:30am- l pm: Contact
Abby Cantrell at(S 13) 326-6960. ·

NEED CASH???
Everybody's Records wants your
well cared for CD's, LP's and DVD's
· in exchange for $$$ or store credit.
We offer a wide selection of Rock,
Reggae, Hip-Hop, R&B, Punk, Blues
and more. Including posters, stickers, patches and buttons.
Everybody's Records 6106 Montgomery Road at Ridge.

For Rent
Apartment for rent, available late
Dec.ember. 2BR, water included,
large deck, garage, free onsite laund!y. Great location in Hyde Park. 3312
Monteith. $950/mo. Call 317.36~ 5
after9pm.
Awesome 1, 2 and 3 bdrm apartments. Fully furnished. Heat paid."
974 Dana241-4107.
SBR & 4BR- Very large, newly
renovated apartments close to campus. These apartment~ feature: a
sunroom, a dining room, ceramic tile,
plush carpet, ceiling fans, laundry,
air conditioning, off-street parking,
security lighting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, and new appliances.
Available immediately. For a showing call Ian at 513-388-9979 or 513253-7368.
.

Norwood - 3 bdr. recently remodeled. AC, laundry, parking, 5
min. walk to Xavier. Possible shortterm lease. $700/mo. Call 218~3808.
APARTMENTS & HOUSES:
Rent now for next year and get
first choice of these huge, newly
renovated deluxe apartments in
safe, secure neighborhoods! Featuring amenities such as: ceiling
fans, laundry, AC, off-streetparking lots, and fully~equipped kitchens with new appliances. Call Ian
at388-9979or253-7368.
XURENTS.COM Houses and
apartments for rent. 731-2800 .

Attention
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre, Las
Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza: Book
early and get FREE MEALS! Student Express sponsors the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW HIRING
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff.Contact
www.studentexpress.comor 1-800787-3787.

***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida and Mardi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,
EARN $$$. Group Discounts for
6+.1-888-THINK-SUN (1-888-8446578. Dept - 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com. ·.
# l Spring Break Vacations! fl o
percent best prices! Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas.
Book now and save: Receive free
parties and meals! Campus reps
wanted! Call 1-800-234-7007. ·
www.endlesssummertours.com.
SPRING BREAKERS 2003
Travel with STS,Americas-#1 Student Tour Operator. Jamaica,
. Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell trips, earn cash, travel
free. Info/ reservations call: 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

